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S Y N 0 P 5 I S
Classical rules for the mmerc1 intezrzAlon of a
function were developed so as to be interpolatory for certain
convenient sets of functions, mainly the powers of the
independent variable. Recently, atta.-;•)tta have been made to
obtain the L30-called 'optimal' mica, determining abscisscm
nd welzhts by minimizing the norm of the error of the rule
over a Rilbert spe, Various such miles 11:me been computed
numerically ever filbert spces or functions analytic in
circles and certain ellipses. In the present work an attempt
ben ic to obtain these optiml rules explicitly over

suitble Cilbert saces of analytic functions and to study
the properties of these rules. The explicit determination
of an optimal rule, as compered to its numerical computation,
makes it possible to study the advantages or these rules over
the classical MUM. The

in ideo has been to employ a

Hilbert space poi5sesing a complete orthonormal sewence
the elements of vehich are also ortb000nal on the range of
interation with respect to the mizht function In the intejrni
itself. Such filbert spaces of analytic functions are available
only for the tour Jacobi weight functions (1-x)t (1*x) 2 and,
therefore, our study of optimal rules for numerical integration
is oancerned only with integrals with those four weight
functions.

The thesis consists of six Cu:..,tors and a brief
description of each ch4pter follos.
In ahapter I we surveu the worlt done so far for the
construction of optimal, rlies. e awn disc usa briefly
the results obtained in the thesis.
In Chapter II we discuss i interraeil::.:to-optimal• Quadratures for the woi4tted integral LW

=

w(x) = (1.-x)*(14,30P. (4x0) =

'1

On E-1,1)

t

w(x)f(x)dx with
and with r analytic

The abscissas are prou.&st;ned at the zeros or

the orthogonal polynomiLil corresponding to w(x) and the
intern ediate-optiml - ei4hts are determined so ==s to ninimize

the norm of the error over a 'suitable' Hilbert swce
H2( E

ilwi01) of functions anaWt$0 thou ellipse t

with

foci at (1,0) and (-1,0) and whose sum of the semi axes
is p. The Hilbert space 112(E

results Irma

weighted line intcLwi',.1 around

with the same weijit as that

in the integvol itself.It
I is only for the above four
:1L4Cobi

functions w(x) LULL t.1 VS tall of polynoniale

oubl,y orthogonal, with respect to w(x) on I-1,1) and with
respect to WO on the line intecircii z:voundEp is known.
The intern, ediate-optimal weilits are give n explicitly and
these corx out proportional to the corresponding Omission
weights,

Al intermediate-optimal rule is tIvis simply related

to the corresponding Gaussian rule; the error norms of
inter ledinte.optimal and the correoponding (Lussion rules
can be easily compared. The weijits in an n-point intor6.
mediato-optima rule differ from the corresponding Gaussian
weillts by at least 0(p 4,n for p
In Ctapter III we consider optimal rules for L(r)

over HIE,ilw(s)1); the optimal abselseas and weights are
determined so as to minimize the norm of the error over
11,-, (E

&UM, For fs(x) =

the optimal abscissas

and weights have been determined explicitly; the ePtimgAl
abscisso ore the same s the GlAu0sian abscissas and the
optimal weights are proportIonal to the corresponding
Gaussian weights. For the other three Mx), an explicit
determination of the optical abscissas and weights did not
seem possible; and so, we have studied the 'closenes' of
intermediate-optimal and the corresponding optima vales.

In klhapter IV we discuss optiml rules for LW over
(E

with one or two or the abscissae fixed at

-1 or el. For w(x) = (I-x

we obtain ex3icitly the

MPH ttpt i qualmUares of the closed type with one
abscissa fixed at +1 or -1 and two ablaisscs fixed at t 1.
The optimal abscissas are the are es in the corresponding
Gaussian quadrature While the optim-I weights are proPertlenul

to the eorrespanding Gaussian weijItse The error /Orme
of these oALmal rules ean agcin be cornered with the

error

norms of the corresponding aasssiz,in rules.
In Chapter V we discuss properties of optimal and
intermediate.optimol rules for L(f) over 112(

slw(01).

we also consider the construction or optimal and intermediate.
optiwal rules for L(f) under the side condition that the
rules be exact for constants. The optimal rules without
precision for constants are simply related to the correspondir
optimal rules with precision for constants; this makes the
construction of the latter rules aimiAer once the former
rules have been computed. or wt) =:(1-x-)

Optiml

rule with precision for constiAlts is identical with the
corresf)onding Juussian rule. FOr A retlarting three i4m41, en
intereliate.optimn1 quadrature with precision for constants
is identical with the correspondinalbassian quadruture.

For these three w(x) we have studied the 'closeness' of the
optimal and intermediato-optimol quuratures with precision
for constants.
In Chapter VI we extend the above results to 'discuss
optimal and intermediate.optimal rules for the double
1 1
integral
VW v(y) f(347)dx tly
utx) 9
V(X) = (1r*Ij"k1+X)P.

0
4.0

=

t

7.1

and with f

1 I. The
!filbert sp,Ice employed is WI tpx Ep; lutz)v(w)l) resulting
from double line integral around E x E end with the score
amlytio in 1(xty):

< x C 1•

Y <

t„eight as in the given integr 1. The results are parr
to those obtained for quadratures in hapters II - V.

ftorac, or the results or chapter* Ile III *ad IV here
been publiahed in ahaula and Raim [141#
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